4-Star’s slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry free travel. Standard features include removable divider, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model gooseneck slant load trailer is equipped for the average rider however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual’s personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 14'-0"L × 7'-0"H × 7'-0"W
- 3500# Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- 15" Aluminum Wheels
- 5 Six Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Speed Drop Leg
- Removable Crank Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/Large Slider Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum
- Front Dressing Room 50 Sq. Ft.
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Carpet On Dressing Room Floor, Gooseneck Floor, And Drop
- Large Dropdown Feed Doors W/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- Removable Half Divider w/ Pads & Holdback
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Butt Bar - Curbside Rear
- 5 Dome Lights

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Collapsible Rear Tack w/ Removable Post
- Saddle Rack Per Horse - Removable
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

- A/C Brace
- Additional Height
- Additional Running Lights
- Aluminum Wheels
- Door In Bulkhead Wall
- Drop Down Doors On Hip
- Electric Hydraulic Brakes
- Feed Mangers
- Hayrack
- Lengths Up To 44'
- Widths Up To 8'-6"
- Outside Loading Lights
- Rear Ramp
- Stainless Steel On Nose
- WERM Flooring

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
4-Star's slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry free travel. Standard features include removable divider, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model gooseneck slant load trailer is equipped for the average rider however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual's personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours.

### STANDARD FEATURES
- 18'-0"L × 7'-0"H × 7'-0"W
- 7000# Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 5 Ten Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Speed Drop Leg
- Removable Crank Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/Large Slider Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum
- Front Dressing Room 55 Sq. Ft.
- Carpet On Dressing Room Floor, Gooseneck Floor, And Drop
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Large Walk Through Door W/ Window and Breast Bar at First Stall
- Large Dropdown Feed Doors W/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- 2 Removable Half Dividers w/ Pads & Holdback
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Butt Bar - Curbside Rear
- 5 Dome Lights

### POPULAR OPTIONS
- Collapsible Rear Tack w/ Removable Post
- Saddle Rack Per Horse - Removable
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
4-Star’s slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry free travel. Standard features include removable divider, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model gooseneck slant load trailer is equipped for the average rider and ready to hit the road however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual’s personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 21'-0"L × 7'-0"H × 7'-0"W
- 7000# Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Speed Drop Leg
- Removable Crank Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/Large Slider Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Front Dressing Room 46" x 94"
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Walk Through Door W/ Window and Breast Bar at First Stall
- Large Dropdown Feed Doors W/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- 3 Removable Half Dividers w/ Pads & Holdback
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Butt Bar - Curbside Rear
- 5 Dome Lights
- Collapsible Rear Tack w/ Removable Post
- Saddle Rack Per Horse - Removable
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- A/C Brace
- Additional Running Lights
- Aluminum Wheels
- Door In Bulkhead Wall
- Drop Down Doors On Hip
- Electric Hydraulic Brakes
- Feed Mangers
- Hayrack
- Lengths Up To 44'
- Additional Height
- Widths Up To 8'-6"
- Outside Loading Lights
- Rear Ramp
- Stainless Steel On Nose
- WERM Flooring
- Widths Up To 8'-6"
4-Star’s slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry free travel. Standard features include removable divider, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model gooseneck slant load trailer is equipped for the average rider however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual’s personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours. The trailers pictured below illustrate some of the many possibilities available for customizing for your needs.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 24'-0"L x 7'-0"H x 7'-0"W
- 7000# Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 5 Ten Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Speed Drop Leg
- Removable Crank Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/Large Slider Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Front Dressing Room 51 Sq. Ft.
- Carpet On Dressing Room Floor, Gooseneck Floor, And Drop
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Large Walk Through Door W/ Window and Breast Bar at First Stall
- Large Dropdown Feed Doors W/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- 4 Removable Half Dividers w/ Pads & Holdback
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Butt Bar - Curbside Rear
- 5 Dome Lights
- Collapsible Rear Tack w/ Removable Post
- Saddle Rack Per Horse - Removable
- 10 Bride Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- A/C Brace
- Additional Height
- Additional Running Lights
- Air Ride Axles
- Door In Bulkhead Wall
- Drop Down Doors On Hip
- Electric Hydraulic Brakes
- Enclosed Drop
- Feed Mangers
- Hayrack and/or Enclosed Hay Pod
- Lengths Up To 44'
- Widths Up To 8'-6'
- Outside Loading Lights

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
4-Star’s slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all-aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry-free travel. Standard features include removable dividers, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model gooseneck slant load trailer is equipped for the average rider, however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual’s personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours.

The trailer pictured features natural aluminum side sheets and southwest graphics for a classic look. Note the extra large stall at the rear of the trailer.

This trailer adds 6" to the standard height to achieve 7'-6" of head room. A full 12" was added to the width for an overall width of 8'-0".

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our

8 YEAR WARRANTY

---

STANDARD FEATURES

- 27'-0"L × 7'-0"H × 7'-0"W
- 7000# Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 5 14 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Speed Drop Leg
- Removable Crank Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck with Large Slider Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- Front Dressing Room 49 Sq. Ft.
- Carpet On Dressing Room Floor, Gooseneck Floor, And Drop
- Dressing Room Door With Window
- Large Walk Through Door With Window and Breast Bar at First Stall
- Large Dropdown Feed Doors With Drop Down Window Bars
- Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall
- Double Rear Doors with Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- 5 Removable Half Dividers w/ Pads & Holdback
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Butt Bar - Curb Side Rear

5-DOME LIGHTS
- Collapsible Rear Tack w/ Removable Post
- Saddle Rack Per Horse - Removable
- 10 Bride Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

POPULAR OPTIONS

- A/C Brace
- Additional Height
- Additional Running Lights
- Air Ride Axles
- Aluminum Wheels
- Door In Bulkhead Wall
- Drop Down Doors On Hip
- Electric Hydraulic Brakes
- Enclosed Drop w/ Outside Access
- Feed Mangers
- Hayrack and/or Enclosed Hay Pod
- Lengths Up To 44'
- Widths Up To 8'-6"
- Outside Loading Lights
- Rear Ramp

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 ● www.4startrailers.com

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
4-Star’s slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry free travel. Standard features include removable divider, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model gooseneck slant load trailer is equipped for the average rider however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual’s personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 30'-0"L x 7'-0"H x 7'-0"W
- Tandem 8000# Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- 16" Aluminum Wheelss
- 5 14 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Speed Drop Leg
- Removable Crank Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/Large Slider Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum
- Front Dressing Room 47 Sq. Ft.
- Carpet On Dressing Room Floor, Gooseneck Floor, And Drop Dressing Room Door With Window
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Large Walk Through Door W/ Window and Breast Bar at First Stall
- Large Dropdown Feed Doors W/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- 6 Removable Half Dividers w/ Pads & Holdback
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Butt Bar - Curbside Rear

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- 5 Dome Lights
- Collapsible Rear Tack w/ Removable Post
- Saddle Rack Per Horse - Removable
- 10 Bride Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics
- A/C Brace
- Additional Height
- Additional Running Lights
- Tri-Axle
- Aluminum Wheels
- Door In Bulkhead Wall
- Drop Down Doors On Hip
- Electric Hydraulic Brakes
- Enclosed Drop w/Outside Access
- Feed Mangers
- Hayrack and/or Enclosed Hay Pod
- Lengths Up To 44'
- Widths Up To 8'-6"
- Outside Loading Lights
- Rear Ramp
7-HORSE SLANT LOAD
GOOSENECK

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
4-Star’s slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry free travel. Standard features include removable divider, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model gooseneck slant load trailer is equipped for the average rider however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual’s personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 33'-0"L x 7'-0"H x 7'-0"W
- Tandem 9000# Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- 17.5 Steel Wheels/4 Simulators
- 5 18 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Speed Drop Leg
- Removable Crank Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/Large Slider Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Front Dressing Room 47 Sq. Ft.
- Carpet On Dressing Room Floor, Gooseneck Floor, And Drop
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Large vWalk Through Door W/ Window and Breast Bar at First Stall
- Large Dropdown Feed Doors W/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- 7 Removable Half Dividers w/ Pads & Holdback
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Butt Bar - Curbside Rear
- 5 Dome Lights
- Collapsible Rear Tack w/ Removable Post
- Saddle Rack Per Horse - Removable
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- A/C Brace
- Additional Height
- Additional Running Lights
- Tri-Axle
- Aluminum Wheels
- Door In Bulkhead Wall
- Drop Down Doors On Hip
- Electric Hydraulic Brakes
- Enclosed Drop w/Outside Access
- Feed Mangers
- Hayrack and/or Enclosed Hay Pod
- Lengths Up To 44’
- Widths Up To 8-6’
4-Star’s slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry free travel. Standard features include removable divider, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model gooseneck slant load trailer is equipped for the average rider however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual’s personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours.

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- 36'-0"L × 7'-0"H × 7'-0"W
- Tandem 9000# Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- 17.5" Steel Wheels/Simulators
- 5 18 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Speed Drop Leg
- Removable Crank Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/Large Slider Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum
- Front Dressing Room "42 Sq. Ft.
- Carpet On Dressing Room Floor, Gooseneck Floor, And Drop
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Large Walk Through Door W/ Window and Breast Bar at First Stall
- Large Dropdown Feed Doors W/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor

**POPULAR OPTIONS**

- A/C Brace
- Additional Height
- Additional Running Lights
- Tri-Axle
- Aluminum Wheels
- Door In Bulkhead Wall
- Drop Down Doors On Hip
- Electric Hydraulic Brakes
- Enclosed Drop w/Outside Access
- Feed Mangers
- Hayrack and/or Enclosed Hay Pod
- Lengths Up To 44'
- Widths Up To 8'-6"
9-HORSE SLANT LOAD
GOOSENECK

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
4-Star's slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry-free travel. Standard features include removable divider, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model slant load trailers are equipped for the average rider however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual's personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STANDARD FEATURES</th>
<th>POPULAR OPTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• 11'-0&quot;L × 7'-0&quot;H × 7'-0&quot;W</td>
<td>• 10 Bridle Hooks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 3500# Torsion Axles</td>
<td>• 2 Brush Trays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Electric Brakes</td>
<td>• 1 Blanket Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 15&quot; Aluminum Wheels</td>
<td>• High Turn Signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 5 Ply Radial Trailer Tires</td>
<td>• Halogen Load Light</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 2 5/16&quot; Coupler</td>
<td>• L.E.D. Lighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pad Type Jack</td>
<td>• Custom Graphics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Polished Cast Corner Cap</td>
<td>• Additional Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pre-painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum</td>
<td>• Drop Down Doors On Hip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Front Dressing Room Approx 28 Sq. Ft.</td>
<td>• Feed Mangers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Carpet On Dressing Room Floor</td>
<td>• Hayrack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dressing Room Door W/ Window</td>
<td>• Lengths Up To 21'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Large Dropdown Feed Doors W/ Drop Down Window Bars</td>
<td>• Rear Ramp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall</td>
<td>• Gravel Guard On Nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Double Rear Doors w/ Windows</td>
<td>• WERM Flooring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Permanent Bulkhead Wall</td>
<td>• Widths Up To 8'-6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor</td>
<td>• Boot Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment</td>
<td>• 5 Dome Lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Insulated &amp; Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse</td>
<td>• Collapsible Rear Tack w/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment</td>
<td>Removable Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rubber Wheel Wells</td>
<td>• Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Removable Half Divider w/ Pads &amp; Holdback</td>
<td>• 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside &amp; Outside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse</td>
<td>• Feed Bag Per Horse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside &amp; Outside</td>
<td>• Butt Bar - Curbside Rear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 5 Dome Lights</td>
<td>• 5 Dome Lights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Collapsible Rear Tack w/ Removable Post</td>
<td>• Saddle Rack Per Horse - Removable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our 8 YEAR WARRANTY
2-HORSE SLANT LOAD
Bumper Pull

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options. Specifications subject to change without prior notice.

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
4-Star's slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry free travel. Standard features include removable divider, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model slant load trailers are equipped for the average rider however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual's personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours.

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- 15'-0"L × 7'-0"H × 7'-0"W
- 2 - 7000# Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 5 Ten Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16" Coupler
- Pad Type Jack
- Polished Cast Corner Cap
- Pre-painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum
- Front Dressing Room Approx. 32½ Sq. Ft.
- Carpet On Dressing Room Floor
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Large Dropdown Feed Doors W/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- 2 - Removable Half Dividers with Pads & Holdback
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Butt Bar - Curbside Rear
- Large Walk-Thru Door w/Breast Bar - First Horse
- 5 Dome Lights
- Collapsible Rear Tack w/ Removable Post
- Saddle Rack Per Horse - Removable
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

**POPULAR OPTIONS**

- Additional Height
- Additional Running Lights
- Drop Down Doors On Hip
- Feed Mangers
- Hayrack
- Lengths Up To 21'
- Rear Ramp
- WERM Flooring
- Widths Up To 8'-6"
- Electric Jack
- Boot Box

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
4-Star's slant load horse trailers lead the industry for durability, safety, and ease of use. Meticulous attention to detail during its all aluminum construction means years of reliable, worry free travel. Standard features include removable dividers, collapsible rear tack wall, carpeted dressing room, and ample interior lighting in both the horse compartment and tack rooms. Our base model slant load trailers are equipped for the average rider however, we understand that not everyone is average. Every 4-Star trailer may be customized to suit each individual's personal preference. From graphic packages and custom skin colors to custom stall sizes. From wheels to roof vents, we can build a trailer that is uniquely yours.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 18'0"L × 7'-0"H × 7'-0"W
- 2 - 7000# Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 5 Ten Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16" Coupler
- Pad Type Jack
- Polished Cast Corner Cap
- Pre-painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum
- Front Dressing Room Approx. 30 Sq. Ft.
- Carpet On Dressing Room Floor
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Large Dropdown Feed Doors W/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Slider Window Each Stall On Hip Wall
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- 3 - Removable Half Dividers with Pads & Holdback
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Butt Bar - Curbside Rear
- Large Walk-Thru Door w/Breast Bar - First Horse
- 5 Dome Lights
- Collapsible Rear Tack w/ Removable Post

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- A/C Brace
- Additional Height
- Additional Running Lights
- Drop Down Doors On Hip
- Feed Mangers
- Hayrack
- Lengths Up To 21'
- Outside Loading Lights
- Rear Ramp
- WERM Flooring
- Widths Up To 8'-6"
- Boot Box
- Electric Jack
- Polished Slats, Top Rail, Rear Frame

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
The class of the industry! That's what we hear from our customers whenever our Straight Load trailers are the subject of conversation. The center load models, also called ‘Head to Head’, have floor plans that are extremely versatile. The dividers are moveable and removable. With the addition of alternate settings, the dividers can be moved to form box stalls. Our ‘Quiet Ride’ option reduces interior noise dramatically and makes relocating the dividers as easy as opening a door. Unlike conventional latches comprised of metal pins and receivers that rattle with every bump, the ‘Quiet Ride’ component system uses spring loaded tapered cones which lock into a funnel shaped keepers. This design does not allow the components to move relative to each other thereby eliminating noise caused by parts rattling.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 7'-0” Height × 7'-0”W × 14'-0”L
- 2 - 3500# Torsion Axles w/ Electric Brakes
- Five 6 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 15” Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16” Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/ Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum
- 4’ Dressing Room Approx. 27 Sq. Ft.
- Carpet on Dressing Room Floor, Gooseneck Floor And Drop
- Dressing Room Door w/ Window
- 2 Escape Doors
- Hip Window Each Horse
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled on Sides of Horse Compartment
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Drop Down Feed Door w/ Window Per Horse w/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Removable , Swinging Divider W/ Withers Shield Pinned To Butt Bars
- 2 Two-Way Roof Vents
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside/Outside
- 36” Manger At Head of Each Horse
- 2 Butt Bars
- 5 Dome Lights
- 2 Saddle Racks Below Mangers W/ Outside Access Doors
- 10 Bridle Hooks

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Quiet Ride Components
- Larger Window Sizes
- Additional Height
- Polished Slats and/or Top Rail
- Black or Champaign Side Skin
- Widths Up To 8'-6”
- Stainless Steel On Nose
- Warm Flooring
- Hay Rack or Enclosed Hay Pod
- Boot Box
- Clothes Rod

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our

8 YEAR WARRANTY

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
The class of the industry! That's what we hear from our customers whenever our Straight Load trailers are the subject of conversation. The center load models, also called ‘Head to Head’, have floor plans that are extremely versatile. The dividers are moveable and removable. With the addition of alternate settings, the dividers can be moved to form box stalls. Our ‘Quiet Ride’ option reduces interior noise dramatically and makes relocating the dividers as easy as opening a door. Unlike conventional latches comprised of metal pins and receivers that rattle with every bump, the ‘Quiet Ride’ component system uses spring loaded tapered cones which lock into a funnel shaped keepers. This design does not allow the components to move relative to each other thereby eliminating noise caused by parts rattling.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 7'-0" Height × 7'-0"W × 14'-0"L
- 2 - 3500# Torsion Axles w/ Electric Brakes
- Five 6 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 15" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/ Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum
- 4' Dressing RoomApprox. 27 Sq. Ft.
- Carpet on Dressing Room Floor, Gooseneck Floor And Drop
- Dressing Room Door w/ Window
- 2 Escape Doors
- Hip Window Each Horse
- Rear Ramp w/Dutch Doors w/ Windows
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled on Sides of Horse Compartment
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Drop Down Feed Door w/ Window Per Horse w/ Drop Down Window Bars
- Removable, Swinging Divider w/ Withers Shield Pinned To Butt Bars
- 2 Two-Way Roof Vents
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside/ Outside
- 36" Manger At Head of Each Horse w/Walk-thru door To Dressing Room
- 2 Butt Bars
- 5 Dome Lights
- 2 Saddle Racks Below Mangers w/ Outside Access Doors
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- 1 Blanket Bar
- 2 Brush Trays
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light
- L.E.D. Lighting
- Custom Graphics

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Quiet Ride Components
- Larger Window Sizes
- Additional Height
- Polished Slats and/or Top Rail
- Black or Champaign Side Skin
- Widths Up To 8’-6”
- Stainless Steel On Nose
- Warm Flooring
- Hay Rack or Enclosed Hay Pod
- Hat Shelf And Clothes Rod

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our® 8 YEAR WARRANTY

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
The class of the industry! That's what we hear from our customers whenever our Straight Load trailers are the subject of conversation. The center load models, also called ‘Head to Head’, have floor plans that are extremely versatile. The dividers are moveable and removable. With the addition of alternate settings, the dividers can be moved to form box stalls. Our ‘Quiet Ride’ option reduces interior noise dramatically and makes relocating the dividers as easy as opening a door. Unlike conventional latches comprised of metal pins and receivers that rattle with every bump, the ‘Quiet Ride’ component system uses spring loaded tapered cones which lock into a funnel shaped keepers. This design does not allow the components to move relative to each other thereby eliminating noise caused by parts rattling.

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
2-HORSE STRAIGHT LOAD GOOSENECK

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
The class of the industry! That’s what we hear from our customers whenever our Straight Load trailers are the subject of conversation. The center load models, also called ‘Head to Head’, have floor plans that are extremely versatile. The dividers are moveable and removable. With the addition of alternate settings, the dividers can be moved to form box stalls. Our ‘Quiet Ride’ option reduces interior noise dramatically and makes relocating the dividers as easy as opening a door. Unlike conventional latches comprised of metal pins and receivers that rattle with every bump, the ‘Quiet Ride’ component system uses spring loaded tapered cones which lock into a funnel shaped keepers. This design does not allow the components to move relative to each other thereby eliminating noise caused by parts rattling.

STANDARD FEATURES
- 24'-0" × L7'-6" Height × 7'-0"W
- 2 - 7000# Torsion 102" Axles - Electric Brakes
- Five 10 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/ 2 Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- Large Walk-Thru Door w/ Window and Breast Bar
- 4 Windows w/ Bars Each Side Horse Compartment
- 5’ Wide Side Ramp CS w/ Dutch Door w/ Window And Padded Safety Chain
- Full Width Rear Ramp w/ Dutch Door w/ Window
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length
- Insulated And Double Walled Full Length Horse Compartment And Drop
- 2 Removable Dividers W/Swinging Head Shield Pinned To Removable Post At Head
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- Split Gate Hinged at Side Walls
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 12 Trailer Ties - Inside
- 8 Trailer Ties - Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Covered Breast & Butt Bar Each Horse
- 5 Dome Lights
- Hi-Lo Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light at Each Ramp
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

POPULAR OPTIONS
- Quiet Ride Components
- Additional Loading Lights
- Additional Running Lights
- Air Ride Axles
- Box Stall Settings
- Drop Down Doors
- Electric Hydraulic Brakes
- Larger Window Sizes
- Additional Height
- Lengths Up To 44’
- Widths Up To 8'-6''
- Stainless Steel On Nose
- Stud Doors
- Tapered Fender Wells
- WERM Flooring
- Slow Away Breast Bar At Side Ramp

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our
8 YEAR WARRANTY

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10TH St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
The class of the industry! That’s what we hear from our customers whenever our Straight Load trailers are the subject of conversation. The center load models, also called ‘Head to Head’, have floor plans that are extremely versatile. The dividers are moveable and removable. With the addition of alternate settings, the dividers can be moved to form box stalls. Our ‘Quiet Ride’ option reduces interior noise dramatically and makes relocating the dividers as easy as opening a door. Unlike conventional latches comprised of metal pins and receivers that rattle with every bump, the ‘Quiet Ride’ component system uses spring loaded tapered cones which lock into a funnel shaped keepers. This design does not allow the components to move relative to each other thereby eliminating noise caused by parts rattling.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 28’-0”L × 7’-6” Height × 7’-0”W
- 2 - 7000# Torsion 102” Axles - Electric Brakes
- Five 10 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16” Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16” Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/ 2 Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- Large Walk-Thru Door w/ Window & Breast Bar
- 4’-0” Dressing Room
- Carpet On Gooseneck Floor, Drop & Dressing Room Floor
- Dressing Room Door w/Window
- 4 Windows w/ Bars Each Side Horse Compartment
- 5’ Wide Side Ramp w/ Dutch Door w/ Window & Safety Chain
- Full Width Rear Ramp w/ Dutch Door w/ Window
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated And Double Walled Full Length Horse Compartment And Drop
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Lined Wheel Wells
- 4 Removable Dividers W/Swinging Head Shield Pinned To Removable Post At Head
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 12 Trailer Ties - Inside
- 8 Trailer Ties - Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Covered Breast & Butt Bar Each Horse
- 1 Blanket Bar
- 10 Bridal Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- Permanent Covered Saddle Rack Per Horse
- 5 Dome Lights
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light at Each Ramp
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Quiet Ride Components
- Air Ride Axles
- Box Stall Settings
- Larger Window Sizes
- Additional Height
- Lengths Up To 44’
- Widths Up To 8’-6”
- Slow-Away Breast Bar At Side Ramp

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our 8 YEAR WARRANTY

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
The class of the industry! That’s what we hear from our customers whenever our Straight Load trailers are the subject of conversation. The center load models, also called ‘Head to Head’, have floor plans that are extremely versatile. The dividers are moveable and removable. With the addition of alternate settings, the dividers can be moved to form box stalls. Our ‘Quiet Ride’ option reduces interior noise dramatically and makes relocating the dividers as easy as opening a door. Unlike conventional latches comprised of metal pins and receivers that rattle with every bump, the ‘Quiet Ride’ component system uses spring loaded tapered cones which lock into a funnel shaped keepers. This design does not allow the components to move relative to each other thereby eliminating noise caused by parts rattling.

### STANDARD FEATURES
- 7'-6" Height × 8'-0"W × 28'-0"L
- 2 - 8000# Torsion 102" Axles - Electric Brakes
- Five 14 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/ 2 Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- Large Walk-Thru Door w/ Window & Breast Bar SS
- 4 Windows w/ Bars Each Side Horse Compartment
- 50’ Wide Side Ramp CS w/ Dutch Door w/ Window & Padded Safety Chain
- Full Width Rear Ramp w/ Dutch Door w/ Window
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length
- Insulated And Double Walled Full Length And Drop
- Rubber Lined Walls
- Rubber Lined Wheel Wells

### POPULAR OPTIONS
- Split Gate Hinged at Side Walls
- 4 Removable Dividers W/Swinging Head Shield Pinned To Removable Post At Each End
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 20 Trailer Ties - Inside
- 12 Trailer Ties - Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Covered Breast & Butt Bar Each Horse
- 6 Dome Lights
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light at Each Ramp
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our 8 YEAR WARRANTY

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
The class of the industry! That's what we hear from our customers whenever our Straight Load trailers are the subject of conversation. The center load models, also called ‘Head to Head’, have floor plans that are extremely versatile. The dividers are moveable and removable. With the addition of alternate settings, the dividers can be moved to form box stalls. Our ‘Quiet Ride’ option reduces interior noise dramatically and makes relocating the dividers as easy as opening a door. Unlike conventional latches comprised of metal pins and receivers that rattle with every bump, the ‘Quiet Ride’ component system uses spring loaded tapered cones which lock into a funnel shaped keepers. This design does not allow the components to move relative to each other thereby eliminating noise caused by parts rattling.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 32'-0" L × 7'-6" Height × 8'-0" W
- 2 - 8000# Torsion 102" Axles - Electric Brakes
- Five 14 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/ 2 Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- Large Walk-Thru Door w/ Window & Breast Bar SS
- 4' - 0" Dressing Room
- Carpet On Gooseneck Floor, Drop & Dressing Room Floor
- Dressing Room Door w/Window
- 4 Windows w/ Bars Each Side Horse Compartment
- 50' Wide Side Ramp CS w/ Dutch Door w/ Window & Safety Chain
- Full Width Rear Ramp w/ Dutch Door w/ Window
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated And Double Walled Full Length Horse Compartment
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- 4 Removable Dividers W/Swinging Head Shield Pinned To Removable Post At Each End
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 20 Trailer Ties - Inside
- 12 Trailer Ties - Outside
- Feed Bag Per Horse
- Covered Breast & Butt Bar Each Horse
- 1 Blanket Bar
- 10 Bridal Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- Permanent Covered Saddle Rack Per Horse
- 6 Dome Lights
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light at Each Ramp
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Quiet Ride Components
- Air Ride Axles
- Box Stall Settings
- Drop Down Doors
- Electric Hydraulic Brakes
- Larger Window Sizes
- Additional Height
- Lengths Up To 44'
- Widths Up To 8'-6".
- Tapered Fender Wells
- Slow-Away Breast Bar At Side Ramp

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our **8 YEAR WARRANTY**

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
The removable divider in this Thoroughbred trailer is pinned to the removable post at the head shield and held in place at the rear by the butt bars. When the butt bars are un-pinned, the divider swings out of the way for easy loading.

Ask us about our stress-reducing ‘Quiet Ride’ option which reduces interior noise dramatically and makes relocating the dividers as easy as opening a door. Unlike conventional latches comprised of metal pins and receivers that rattle with every bump, the ‘Quiet Ride’ component system uses spring loaded tapered cones which lock into a funnel shaped keepers. This design does not allow the components to move relative to each other thereby eliminating noise caused by parts rattling.

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our

8 YEAR WARRANTY

STANDARD FEATURES
• 12'-0"L × 7'-0"H × 7'-0"W
• 3500# Tandom Torsion Axles
• Five 6 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
• Electric Brakes
• 15" Aluminum Wheels
• 2 1/2" x 16" Bull Dog Coupler
• Pad Type Jack
• Pre-Painted White Aluminum Exterior
• Dressing Room Approx. 18 Sq. Ft.
• Polished Cast Corner Cap
• Dressing Room Door W/ Window
• 2 Walk-Through Doors w/Window
• Slider Hip Window At Each Horse
• Rear Ramp w/Dutch Doors w/ Windows
• Permanent Bulkhead Wall
• Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
• Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
• Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse

POPULAR OPTIONS
• Quiet Ride Components
• Additional Height and/or Length
• Hayrack
• Black, Silver, Champaign or Other Exterior Color
• WERM Flooring
• Removable Baby Panel
• Widths Up To 8'-6"
This Straight Load model, featuring walk-thru mangers with access to dressing room from the horse compartment, really packs a lot of features into a small package! The divider is pinned to a permanent post at the front permitting it to swing in either direction when the butt bars at the rear are un-pinned. This feature is useful for horses who may be reluctant to enter a small opening as the divider can be swung all the way to the side wall at the rear of the trailer.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 12'-0"L × 7'-0"H × 7'-0"W
- 2 - 3500# Tandem Torsion Axles
- Electric Brakes
- Five 6 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 15" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Coupler
- Pad Type Jack
- Polished Cast Corner Cap
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- Dressing Room Approx. 25 Sq. Ft.
- Carpet on Dressing Room Floor
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- 2 Drop Down Feed Doors w/ Windows
- 2 Escape Doors
- Slider Hip Window At Each Horse
- Rear Ramp w/Dutch Doors w/ Windows
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- 3' Manger w/ Walk-Thru Door To Front Dressing Room
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Standard Removable Divider w/ Withers Shield
- Chain From Manger to Divider Each Side
- 2 Breast/Butt Bars
- 3 Dome Lights
- Saddle Rack Per Horse - Under Mangers
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar Under Each Saddle Rack
- High Turn Signals
- Halogen Load Light
- L.E.D. Lighting
- Custom Graphics

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- A/C Brace
- Quiet Ride Components
- Additional Height
- Hayrack
- WERM Flooring
- Removable Baby Panel
- Widths Up To 8'-6"
GH model Horse trailers have a fixed width of 6’-7” and include 3 standard floorplans for 2, 3, or 4 horses. The fixed width allows us to eliminate inner fenders and the associated labor and materials. A major benefit, aside from the dollar savings compared with our deluxe model Slant Load trailers, is the ability to extend the bottom rail and slats from front to rear without the customary gaps around the wheel wells; Contributing to an exceptionally strong side wall and floor. The bulkhead wall and dividers have a 54” offset. The combination of this offset and the 42” divider spacing provides a stall that is slightly larger than those found standard on our Deluxe Model Slant Load horse trailers. The floorplans and list of standard equipment shown here have evolved by listening to and incorporating the ideas of our customers. We believe they include the most popular features required by the average customer. We know that not everyone is average. That’s why, with the exception of the width, nearly every other aspect of the trailer may be modified to suit your individual requirements.

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- 16’-0”L x 7’-0” H x 6’-7”W
- 18’-0”L x 7’-0” H x 6’-7”W
- 22’-0”L x 7’-0” H x 6’-7”W
- 2 - 7000# Torsion Axle w/ Electric Brakes
- 5 - Ten Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16” Steel Wheels
- 2 5/16” Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Tapered Gooseneck
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum - To Bulkhead Wall Curbside, Full Length Streetside
- Front Dressing Room
- Carpet on Gooseneck Floor, Drop, Dressing Room Floor, & Bulkhead Wall
- Dressing Room Door w/Window
- Drop Down Feed Doors w/ Windows & Drop Down Window Bars Each Stall
- Single Side Wall Construction w/ 2 Air Cracks With Plexi-Glas® in Horse Compartment, Curbside
- Full Width Rear Door w/ 2 Air Cracks w/Plexi-Glas® at Top w/ Padded Safety Chain
- 3” Rubber Dock Bumper
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Rubber on Front Bulkhead Wall
- Removable Half Dividers w/ Pads & Holdback
- 2-Way Roof Vents - See Stall Layouts On Page 2 For Number And Location
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- 2 Dome Lights
- Permanent Covered Saddle Rack Per Horse
- 10 Bride Hooks On Bulkhead Wall
- Brush Tray On Dressing Room Door
- Halogen Load Light Over Rear & Dressing Room Doors
- High Turn Signals
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape

**POPULAR OPTIONS**

- 2-Speed Drop Leg
- Feed Bags
- Double Anti-Rack Lock Rods On Rear Door
- W.E.R.M. Floor
- Boot Box
- Dome Vent In Dressing Room
- Polished Top Rail And Or Slats
- 8’ Hay Rack
- Blanket Bar
- Stock Gate In Lieu Of Divider

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our 8 YEAR WARRANTY
The Runabout series of entry level, all aluminum trailers are designed from the ground up to provide our customers 4-Star quality at an economical price. We accomplished this with a design that restricts the width to 6’-10”, and restricts the tandem axles to capacities of 7,000lb and below. The benefits realized in this design include fewer parts in the suspension area, elimination of inside fenders and reduced manufacturing expenses. There is also a significant weight reduction compared to similar sized Deluxe models.

Entry level? Yes. Cheap? No! It’s still a 4-Star. Built by 4-Star and backed by 4-Star’s 8 year warranty. We think it represents one of the best values in the horse trailer industry. Don’t believe it? Visit your nearest 4-Star dealer to get a ‘hands on’ look. When you’re done, visit out competitors. Compare them to us. Be sure to compare their standard features with ours. When you see the difference for yourself, we’re confident you’ll choose 4-Star.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 13’-6”L x 7’-0”H x 6’-10”W
- 2 - 3500# Torsion Axles - Electric Brakes & 5 Bolt Hubs
- 15” Aluminum Wheels
- 4 Six Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16” Adjustable Coupler
- Single Speed Drop Leg
- Removable Crank Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/Large Slider Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum
- Front Dressing Room 35½ Sq. Ft.
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Carpet On Gooseneck Floor And Drop
- 2 Pre-Manufactured Dropdown Feed Doors W/Drop Down Window Bars On Streetside
- 1 Pre-Manufactured 18” x 64” Dropdown Feed Door W/Drop Down Window Bars On Curbside
- Double Rear Doors w/ Windows And Double Anti-Rack Pipe Hardware
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- Telescoping Half Divider w/ Pads & Holdback
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Butt Bar - Curbside Rear
- 3 Dome Lights

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Collapsible Rear Tack
- Saddle Rack Per Horse On Removable Post With Settings In Dressing Room And Rear Tack
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- Brush Tray
- Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- L.E.D. Lighting

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
**3-HORSE SLANT LOAD**
**RUNABOUT GOOSENECK**

The Runabout series of entry level, all aluminum trailers are designed from the ground up to provide our customers 4-Star quality at an economical price. We accomplished this with a design that restricts the width to 6'-10", and restricts the tandem axles to capacities of 7,000lb and below. The benefits realized in this design include fewer parts in the suspension area, elimination of inside fenders and reduced manufacturing expenses. There is also a significant weight reduction compared to similar sized Deluxe models.

Entry level? Yes. Cheap? No! It’s still a 4-Star. Built by 4-Star and backed by 4-Star’s 8 year warranty. We think it represents one of the best values in the horse trailer industry. Don’t believe it? Visit your nearest 4-Star dealer to get a ‘hands on’ look. When you’re done, visit out competitors. Compare them to us. Be sure to compare their standard features with ours. When you see the difference for yourself, we’re confident you’ll choose 4-Star.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 17'-0"L × 7'-0"H × 6'-10"W
- 2 - 7000# Torsion 102" Axles - Electric Brakes & 5 Bolt Hubs
- 15" Aluminum Wheels
- 4 Six Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Speed Drop Leg
- Removable Crank Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/Large Slider Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-painted White Exterior On Smooth Aluminum
- Front Dressing Room 37½ Sq. Ft.
- Dressing Room Door W/ Window
- Carpet On Gooseneck Floor And Drop
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length
- Insulated & Double Walled - Head/ Hip of Horse
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- 1 Standard Half Divider And 1 Telescoping Half Divider w/Pads & Holdbacks
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- Butt Bar - Curbside Rear
- 3 Dome Lights
- Collapsible Rear Tack
- Saddle Rack Per Horse On Removable Post With Settings In Dressing Room And Rear Tack
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- Brush Tray
- Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- L.E.D. Lighting

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Additional Height
- Upgrade Drop Down Feed Doors To 4-Star Manufactured
- Hayrack
- Outside Loading Lights
- Rear Ramp
- Stainless Steel On Nose
- WERM Flooring
- Custom Graphics

**Preliminary Specifications**
- 3 Pre-Manufactured Dropdown Feed Doors W/Drop Down Window Bars On Streetside
- 1 Pre-Manufactured 18" × 64" Dropdown Feed Door W/Drop Down Window Bars On Curbside
- Double Rear Doors w/Windows And Double Anti-Rack Pipe Hardware
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
2-HORSE SLANT LOAD
RUNABOUT BUMPER PULL

The Runabout platform was conceived as a ground up design for an entry-level bumper pull trailer whose goal was to provide our customers a world class trailer which is durable and safe, yet several hundred pounds lighter than other similarly sized trailers. Judging by the feedback from those who have purchased them, we reached our goal.

Much of the weight reduction is made possible by the design of the bottom rail. The ‘Z’ shaped design limits trailers to a maximum overall width of 6’-10” and maximum axle capacity of 7000lbs. We believe these minor limitations are worth the benefits of the weight reduction realized by the bottom rail’s ability to be used in place of the steel box frame traditionally used to attach axles to trailers. When combined with an all aluminum coupler tongue, the result is the elimination of over 400 pounds of steel along with intrusive inner fenders and their associated frame work.

The original design of the Runabout was limited to bumper pull trailers. Due to the market success of those models, and requests from our 4-Star dealers, we expanded the line to include gooseneck models.

The Runabout trailers are solid performers for those who wish to experience 4-Star quality in an economical design that exemplifies what we’ve been saying for 3 decades: “Simply The Best Value.”

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our
8 YEAR WARRANTY

STANDARD FEATURES
- 11’-0” L x 7’-0” H x 6’-10” W
- 2 - 3500# TORSION AXLES W/ ELECTRIC BRAKES
- 2 5’16” COUPLER
- 5 BOLT HUBS
- 5 FIVE 6 PLY RADIAL TRAILER TIRES
- 15” ALUMINUM WHEELS
- PRE-PAINTED WHITE EXTERIOR ON SMOOTH ALUMINUM
- POLISHED CAST CORNER CAP
- INSULATED & DOUBLE WALLED FULL LENGTH HORSE COMPARTMENT
- RUBBER LINED WALLS IN HORSE COMPARTMENT
- SMOOTH RIBBED ALUMINUM FLOOR

POPULAR OPTIONS
- FULL WIDTH REAR RAMP
- PERM REAR TACK WALL
- GRAVEL GUARD
- CUSTOM GRAPHICS
- 4-STAR MFR. DROP DOWN FEED DOORS
- W.E.R.M. FLOOR
- LUNA DOME VENT
- 6’-0” HAY RACK

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095  www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
The Runabout series of entry level, all aluminum trailers is designed from the ground up to provide our customers 4-Star quality at an economical price. We accomplished this with a design that restricts the width to 6’-10”, and limits the options for additional length. The benefits realized in this design include fewer parts in the suspension area, elimination of inside fenders and reduced manufacturing expenses. There is also a significant weight reduction compared with similar sized Deluxe models.

This Thoroughbred trailer features large stalls with dividers that may be completely removed. At 7’-6” tall there is plenty of head room for loading and unloading. Be sure to inquire about our exclusive ‘Quiet Ride’ option which reduces noise in the horse compartment significantly when compared to conventional trailers with removable dividers.

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our

8 YEAR WARRANTY

STANDARD FEATURES
- 15'-0L × 6'-10" W × 7'-6" H
- 2 - 3500# Torsion 102" Axles - Electric Brakes & 8 Bolt Hub
- Four 225/75R15 6-Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 15" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/2 Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior
- 48" Tack Room
- Carpet Gooseneck Floor, Drop & Bulk Head Wall
- 2 Large Walk-Thru Doors w/Drop Down Window & Breast Bar
- 18" × 64" Hip Window w/Bars Each Side Horse Compartment
- Full Width Ramp at Rear w/Dutch Doors Above
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Of Trailer
- Insulated & Double Walled Full Length Horse Compartment
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment

POPULAR OPTIONS
- Quiet Ride Components
- Custom Graphics
- Removable Head Shield
- Feed Bags
- Loading Lights
- Additional Running Lights
- Drop Down Doors
- Stainless Steel On Nose
- WERM Flooring
- Easy Lift Ramp

• Removable Divider w/Withers And Swinging Head Shield Pinned To Butt Bars At Rear
• Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
• 5 Trailer Ties - Inside
• 3 Trailer Ties - Outside
• Covered Breast & Butt Bar Each Horse
• 3 Dome Lights
• Covered Saddle Rack Per Horse
• Blanket Bar
• Brush Tray
• (6) Bridal Hooks
• High Turn Signals
• L.E.D. Lighting
• D.O.T. Tape
2-HORSE STRAIGHT LOAD
RUNABOUT GOOSENECK

4-STAR TRAILERS, INC.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
The Runabout series of entry level, all aluminum trailers are designed from the ground up to provide our customers 4-Star quality at an economical price. We accomplished this with a design that restricts the width to 6'-10", and limits the options for additional length. The benefits realized in this design include fewer parts in the suspension area, elimination of inside fenders and reduced manufacturing expenses. There is also a significant weight reduction compared with similar sized Deluxe models.

The contemporary floor plan shown here originates from the suggestions of our customers and is sometimes referred to as a '2 plus 1'; Two side by side stalls separated from a box stall by stud gates.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 22'-0L × 6'-10" W × 7'-6" H
- 2 - 5200# Torsion 102" Axles - Electric Brakes & 8 Bolt Hub
- Four 10 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/2 Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior
- 48" Tack Room
- Carpet On Tack Only
- Large Walk-Thru Door w/ Window & Breast Bar
- 18" × 64" Hip Window w/Bars Each Side Horse Compartment
- 60" Wide × 56½" Tall Side Ramp With Dutch Door w/Window And Padded Safety Chain
- Double Rear Doors w/Anti-Rack Hardware
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall w/18" Clear opening Door Into Horse Compartment
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Of Trailer

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Quiet Ride Components
- Custom Graphics
- Removable Head Shield
- Slow Away Breast Bar At Side Ramp
- Feed Bags
- Loading Lights
- Additional Running Lights
- Drop Down Doors
- Stainless Steel On Nose
- Stud Doors
- WERM Flooring
- Easy Lift Ramp

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our 8 YEAR WARRANTY
2-HORSE STRAIGHT LOAD RUNABOUT GOOSENECK
The Runabout series of all aluminum trailers were designed from the ground up to provide our customers 4-Star quality at an economical price. We accomplished this with a design that uses fewer parts in the suspension chassis, restricts the width to 6'-10", and limits the options for additional length. The center load models, also called ‘Head to Head’, have floor plans that are extremely versatile. The dividers are moveable and removable. With the optional addition of alternate settings, the dividers can be moved to form box stalls.

Our ‘Quiet Ride’ option reduces interior noise dramatically and makes relocating the dividers as easy as opening a door. Unlike conventional latches comprised of metal pins and receivers that rattle with every bump, the ‘Quiet Ride’ component system uses spring loaded tapered cones which lock into a funnel shaped keepers. This design does not allow the components to move relative to each other thereby eliminating noise caused by parts rattling.

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- 7'-6" Height
- 2 - 7000# Torsion 102" Axles - Electric Brakes
- Five 10 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck w/ 2 Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior
- Large Walk-Thru Door w/ Window & Breast Bar
- Double Rear Doors w/Anti-Rack Hardware
- (2) 18" x 64" Windows w/Bars Each Side Horse Compartment
- 60" Wide x 56½" Tall Side Ramp With Dutch Door w/Window
- Padded Chain Breast Bar At Side Ramp
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Of trailer
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 8 Trailer Ties - Inside

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Quiet Ride Components
- Custom Graphics
- Removable Head Shield
- Stow Away Breast Bar At Side Ramp
- Feed Bags
- Loading Lights
- Additional Running Lights
- Air Ride Axles
- Box Stall Settings
- Drop Down Doors
- Stainless Steel On Nose
- Stud Doors
- WERM Flooring

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our **8 YEAR WARRANTY**
4-HORSE STRAIGHT LOAD
RUNABOUT GOOSENECK
The Runabout platform was conceived as a ground-up design for an entry-level bumper pull trailer whose goal was to provide our customers a world-class trailer which is durable and safe, yet several hundred pounds lighter than other similarly sized trailers. Judging by the feedback from those who have purchased them, we reached our goal.

Much of the weight reduction is made possible by the design of the bottom rail. The ‘Z’ shaped design limits trailers to a maximum overall width of 6'-10” and maximum axle capacity of 7000lbs. We believe these minor limitations are worth the benefits of the weight reduction realized by the bottom rail’s ability to be used in place of the steel box frame traditionally used to attach axles to trailers. When combined with an all aluminum coupler tongue, the result is the elimination of over 400 pounds of steel along with intrusive inner fenders and their associated frame work.

The original design of the Runabout was limited to bumper pull trailers. Due to the market success of those models, and requests from our 4-Star dealers, we expanded the line to include gooseneck models.

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our 8 YEAR WARRANTY
2-HORSE STRAIGHT LOAD
RUNABOUT BUMPER PULL
As unlikely as it seems, its true; We actually build these little things, affectionately referred to as 'grocery getters' by those of us that work here. Maneuverable in traffic and crowded parking lots, it parks just about anywhere, and can be pulled a long way on a tank of gas. Scaled down in size only, not quality - They are built from the same quality components as our other Deluxe Models and carry the same 8 year warranty. There are two bumper pull models to choose from.

### STANDARD FEATURES
- 7'-0" Height
- 1 - 5200# Torsion Axle w/ Electric Brakes
- Three 10 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Coupler
- Pad Type Jack
- Tongue Length 50'
- Wedge Nose
- Polished Cast Corner Cap
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- 1 Tack Area
- Carpet on Tack Only
- Tack Area Door w/ Window
- Escape Door w/ Window - Curbside
- Saddle Rack Compartment Door
- 1 Drop Down Feed Door w/ Window w/ Drop Down Window Bars - CS
- 24" x 24" Head Window
- 24" x 36" Hip Window Each Side
- Full Width Rear Door w/ Window
- 3" Rubber Dock Bumper
- Permanent Bulkhead Wall Open Under Manger
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled on Sides in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- 1 Two-Way Roof Vent
- 1 Manger
- 1 Butt Bar
- 3 Dome Lights
- 1 Saddle Rack
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- 2 Halogen Load Lights
- L.E.D. Lighting
- Custom Graphics

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our

8 YEAR WARRANTY
As unlikely as it seems, its true; We actually build these little things, affectionately referred to as ‘grocery getters’ by those of us that work here. Maneuverable in traffic and crowded parking lots, it parks just about anywhere, and can be pulled a long way on a tank of gas. Scaled down in size only, not quality - They are built from the same quality components as our other Deluxe Models and carry the same 8 year warranty. There are two bumper pull models and a 2 horse gooseneck to choose from.

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- 7'-0" Height
- 1 - 5200# Torsion Axle w/ Electric Brakes
- Three 10 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16" Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16" Coupler
- Pad Type Jack
- Tongue Lenth 50'
- Wedge Nose
- Polished Cast Corner Cap
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- 1 Tack Area
- Carpet on Tack Only
- Tack Area Door w/ Window
- Escape Door w/ Window - Curbside
- Saddle Rack Compartment Door
- 1 Drop Down Feed Door w/ Window w/ Drop Down Window Bars - CS
- 24" x 24" Head Window
- 24" x 36" Hip Window Each Side
- Full Width Rear Door w/ Window
- 3" Rubber Dock Bumper

**DISCONTINUED MODEL**

- Permanent Bulkhead Wall Open Under Manger
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled on Sides in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- 1 Two-Way Roof Vent
- 1 Manger
- 1 Butt Bar
- 3 Dome Lights
- 1 Saddle Rack
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- 1 Blanket Bar
- High Turn Signals
- 2 Halogen Load Lights
- L.E.D. Lighting
- Custom Graphics

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our

**8 YEAR WARRANTY**
As unlikely as it seems, its true; We actually build these little things, affectionately referred to as ‘grocery getters’ by those of us that work here. We call it grocery getter because its analogous to the little hatch back car used to scoot around town, making quick trips to the corner store. Maneuverable in traffic and crowded parking lots, it parks just about anywhere, and can be pulled a long way on a tank of gas. Scaled down in size only, not quality - They are built from the same quality components as our other Deluxe Models and carry the same 8 year warranty.

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- 7’-0” Height
- 2 - 3500# Torsion 102” Axles - Electric Brakes
- Five 6 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 15” Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16” Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Full Gooseneck w/ Windows
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- 5’ Front Dressing Room
- Carpet on GN Floor, Drop & DR Floor
- Dressing Room Door w/ Window
- Escape Door w/ Window - Curbside
- 3 Drop Down Feed Doors w/ Windows & Drop Down Window Bars
- Hip Window Each Horse
- Single Rear Door w/ Drop Down w/ Window
- 3” Rubber Dock Bumper
- Permanent Straight Bulkhead Wall
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Insulated & Double Walled on Sides in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Full Height Stud Door w/ Bars At Top
- Two-Way Roof Vent Per Horse
- 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside
- 3” Dove Tail at Rear
- Feed Bag at Back Stall
- 2 Butt Bars
- 4 Dome Lights
- Saddle Rack Per Horse - Removable
- 10 Bridle Hooks
- 2 Brush Trays
- High Turn Signals
- 2 Halogen Load Lights
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape
- Custom Graphics

**DISCONTINUED MODEL**
DISCONTINUED MODEL
The versatility of these trailers make them some of our most popular models. These combination horse/stock trailers are as much at home on the cattle ranch as they are at the horse show. This informational brochure highlights the floor plans of the 4 most popular models representing three decades of listening to our customer's desires and delivering trailers that fulfill them.
The versatility of these trailers make them some of our most popular models. These combination horse/stock trailers are as much at home on the cattle ranch as they are at the horse show. This informational brochure highlights the floor plans of the 3 most popular bumper pull models representing three decades of listening to our customer’s desires and delivering trailers that fulfill them.
Stock-Combo
GC Model Gooseneck

GC model Stock-Combo trailers have a fixed width of 6'-7" and include 3 standard floorplans for 2, 3, or 4 horses. The fixed width allows us to eliminate inner fenders and the associated labor and materials. A major benefit, aside from the dollar savings compared with our deluxe model Stock-Combo trailers, is the ability to extend the bottom rail and slats from front to rear without the customary gaps around the wheel wells; Contributing to an exceptionally strong side wall and floor. The bulkhead wall and dividers have a 54” offset. The combination of this offset and the 42” divider spacing provides a stall that is slightly larger than those found standard on our Deluxe Model Slant Load horse trailers. The floorplans and list of standard equipment shown here have evolved by listening to and incorporating the ideas of our customers. We believe they include the most popular features required by the average customer. We know that not everyone is average. That’s why, with the exception of the width, nearly every other aspect of the trailer may be modified to suit your individual requirements.

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our
8 YEAR WARRANTY

STANDARD FEATURES
• 16'-0"L × 7'-0" H × 6'-7"W
• 18'-0"L × 7'-0" H × 6'-7"W
• 22'-0"L × 7'-0" H × 6'-7"W
• 2 - 7000# Torsion Axle w/ Electric Brakes
• 5 - Ten Ply Radial Trailer Tires
• 16" Steel Wheels
• 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
• Single Drop Leg
• Tapered Gooseneck
• Polished Cast Corner Caps
• Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum - Front Dressing Room And Gooseneck Floor, Drop Floor, & Bulkhead Wall
• Carpet on Gooseneck Floor, Drop Floor, & Bulkhead Wall
• Dressing Room Door w/Window
• Single Side Wall Construction w/ 2 Air Cracks in Horse Compartment
• Full Width Rear Door w/ 2 Air Cracks at Top w/Padded Safety Chain
• 3" Rubber Dock Bumper
• Permanent Bulkhead Wall
• Ribbed Aluminum Treadplate Floor
• Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
• Stall Mats On Side Walls Full Length Horse Compartment And Rear Door
• Rubber on Front Bulkhead Wall
• Removable Half Dividers w/ Pads & Holdback
• 2-Way Roof Vents - See Stall Layouts On Page 2 For Number And Location

• 2 Trailer Ties Per Horse - Inside & Outside Plus 2 In Last Stall
• 2 Dome Lights
• Covered Saddle Rack Per Horse
• 10 Bride Hooks On Bulkhead Wall
• Brush Tray On Dressing Room Door
• Halogen Load Light Over Rear & Dressing Room Doors
• High Turn Signals
• L.E.D. Lighting
• D.O.T. Tape

POPULAR OPTIONS
• Removable Plexi-Glas® Air Crack Covers
• 2-Speed Drop Leg
• Feed Bags
• Double Anti-Rack Lock Rods On Rear Door
• W.E.R.M. Floor
• Boot Box
• Dome Vent In Dressing Room
• Polished Top Rail And Or Slats
• 8' Hay Rack
• Blanket Bar
• Stock Gate In Lieu Of Divider
4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
There are many reasons why 4-Star sells more Polo trailers than any other manufacturer. First and foremost is our commitment to the safety of your equine companions. Each 4-Star trailer is built with meticulous attention to detail to ensure that there are no sharp edges or conditions which could pose a danger to your horses inside the trailer. All interior aluminum extrusions are rounded on the sides facing toward the animal compartment.

**Standard Polo Trailers**

Standard Polo trailers are available in lengths of 24'-0", 26'-0", 28'-0", and 32'-0".

Custom lengths less than 24'-0" and up to 44'-0" may be ordered in 6" increments. Custom widths are also offered from 6'-6" to 8'-6".

If you have special or unique requirements, our network of knowledgeable dealers will work with you and our staff to configure your trailer the way you want.

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- 7'-0" Height
- 2 - 8000# Torsion 102" Axles - Electric Brakes
- 514 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16" Steel Wheels, 8 Bolt Hubs
- 2 5/16" Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- Removable Jack Handle
- Tapered Gooseneck
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- 4' Front Tack Room
- Carpet on GN Floor & Drop
- Tack Room Door - No Window
- Single Side Wall Construction w/ 2 Air Cracks in Horse Compartment
- Double Slatted Rear Doors w/ Drop Rods
- Full Width Ramp Over Rear Doors
- Removable Polo Step
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- Floor Mats Full Length Horse Compartment
- Rubber Lined Walls in Horse Compartment
- Rubber Wheel Wells
- Swinging Tack Wall w/ Threshold

**POPULAR OPTIONS**

- Additional Height, Length, Width
- Padded Dividers w/Head And Withers Shield
- Additional Removable Saddle Racks
- Electric Over Hydraulic Brakes
- Triple Axles
- Removable Plexi-Glas® Air Crack Covers
- Additional Tack Room Door
- W.E.R.M. Floor
- Hay Rack and/or Enclosed Hay Pod
- Increase Size Of Tack Room
- Folding Step At Tack Door

**All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our 8 YEAR WARRANTY**

- 1 Standard Polo Gate (32" Off Floor) 2 Gates In 32'-0" Trailer
- 5 To 8 Dome Lights (See Floor Plans For Locations)
- 4 Removable Saddle Racks
- 25 Removable Bridle Hooks
- 2 Low Tail Lights Each Side
- 5 Running Lights Each Side
- High Turn Signals
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095 • www.4startrailers.com

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
Our heavy duty stock trailers are built with exclusive features not found on other trailer brands: Non-sagging center gates with self-lubricating hinge bearings, enclosed hollow tube top rail, 3/16” thick, one piece drop plate w/integrated gooseneck gussets, among others, combine to provide you years of trouble free hauling. When you’re ready for a seriously rugged trailer, you’re ready for a 4-Star Trailer!

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- Two 7000# Torsion 102” Axles w/ Electric Brakes
- Five 10 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16” Steel Wheels
- 8 Bolt Hubs
- 2 5/16” Adjustable Coupler
- Single Drop Leg
- 4” I-Beam Crossmembers on 9 5/8” Centers,
- Tread Plate Floor - Corrugated or Ribbed
- One Dome Light
- High Turn Signals
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape

**POPULAR OPTIONS**
- Additional Height, Length, Width
- Additional Gates
- Full King Pin Fifth Wheel Coupler
- Air Over Hydraulic Or Electric Over Hydraulic Brakes
- Removable Double Deck w/Roll Up Rear Door
- Triple Axles
- Removable Plexi-Glas® Air Crack Covers
- Commercial Hauler Package

Our heavy duty stock trailers are available in lengths from 16’-0” to 32’-0” in 2’-0” increments and widths of 6’-0”, 7’-0”, & 8’-0”.

Custom lengths less than 16’-0” and up to 44’-0” may be ordered in 6” increments. Custom widths may also be ordered from 6’-6” to 8’-6”.

Optional extra heavy duty Bull Hauler and Commercial packages include 3/16” plate inner fenders, 4” side posts throughout, heavy duty 4” deep cross members on 8” centers among other features important to owner/operators. Bull hauler package includes double walled slats and specially reinforced center and rear gates.

If you have special or unique requirements, our network of knowledgeable dealers will work with you and our staff to configure your trailer the way you want.

We are constantly striving to deliver trailers that meet or exceed our customer’s expectations. Many of the standard features of our stock trailers are the result of listening to and incorporating your ideas into our models.
Our heavy duty stock trailers are built with exclusive features not found on other trailer brands: Non-sagging center gates with self-lubricating hinge bearings, enclosed hollow tube top rail, heavy duty rear gate with anti-rack hardware, among others, combine to provide years of trouble free hauling. Durable aluminum construction and wedge nose front end provide improved fuel mileage and reduced wind drag. When you’re ready for a seriously rugged trailer, you’re ready for a 4-Star Trailer!

Standard bumper pull stock trailers are available in lengths of 16'-0”, 18'-0”, and 20'-0” and widths of 6'-0”, 7'-0”, & 8'-0”.

Custom lengths from 10'-0” to 22'-0” and widths from 6'-0” to 8'-6” may be ordered in 6” increments.

If you have special or unique requirements, our network of knowledgeable dealers will work with you and our staff to configure your trailer the way you want.

We are constantly striving to deliver trailers that meet or exceed our customer’s expectations. Many of the standard features of our stock trailers are the result of listening to and incorporating your ideas into our models.
Stock Trailers

Bumper Pull

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
Low Profile Stock Trailer
Runabout Bumper Pull

Low profile stock trailers, also called Lo Pro, are designed to be economical by virtue of their low height. Our standard is 6'-0" tall; Perfect for capitalizing on the slip stream created by your truck or SUV as you travel the highways.

This Runabout model includes all the important features you’ve come to expect from 4-Star. Stalls can be configured for nearly any type of small livestock. From pigs to alpaca, we’ve got you covered. Stall sizes may be customized to suit your needs at no additional cost. All gates are removable; Making this trailer versatile for many uses.

As with most 4-Star Trailers, these Lo Pro trailers may be optioned up or down to suit your needs. Add to, or subtract from the height and/or length. Choose from hundreds of options to create a design that is uniquely yours.

STANDARD FEATURES
- 16'-6" LONG
- 6'-0" HIGH
- 6'-10" WIDE
- 2 - 3500# TORSION 102" AXLES - ELECTRIC BRAKES
- FOUR 6 PLY RADIAL TRAILER TIRES
- 15" ALUMINUM WHEELS
- 2 5/16" COUPLER
- TONGUE LENGTH 62"
- PAD TYPE JACK
- POLISHED CAST CORNER CAP
- SLATTED SIDES FROM BULKHEAD WALL BACK W/ 3 AIR CRACKS & PLEXI-GLAS®: 1 LOW, 2 HIGH - CS/SS
- WALK-THRU STOCK DOOR - CS @ BH WALL W/ PLEXI-GLASS
- PPW 50/50 REAR DOORS W/ WINDOWS W/ DOUBLE ANTI-RACK HARDWARE
- PRE-PAINTED WHITE, FULL WIDTH REAR RAMP BEHIND REAR DOORS
- PERMANENT BULKHEAD WALL
- DRESSING ROOM APPROX 15 SQ. FT.

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our
8 YEAR WARRANTY

8 year warranty

4-Star Trailers, Inc.
10,000 N.W. 10th St. Oklahoma City, Ok 73127
800-848-3095  www.4startrailers.com
All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options.
Cars and cargo. Probably the 2 most diversified loads to be towed down the road. It’s why you won’t find a lot of ‘off-the-shelf’ car haulers or cargo trailers from 4-Star Trailers. We believe that everyone has his or her own unique requirements when it comes to cars and cargo; So we build your trailer the way you want it when you order it. Our network of knowledgeable dealers will work with you and our engineers to configure the trailer that addresses your every need.

Trailers may be ordered based on either of 2 available platforms. The Deluxe platform is designed for trailers from 6'-0” to 8’-6” wide with a maximum length of 44’-0” for gooseneck models and 22'-0” for bumper pull models. The Runabout platform is limited to 6'-10” maximum width and 22'-0” maximum length for gooseneck and 16'-'0” for bumper pull trailers.

The photographs shown here are a small sampling of trailers engineered to order. If you have a transportation problem requiring a trailer, we can engineer a solution tailored to your needs.

CAR HAULER STANDARD FEATURES

- 28'-0”L × 7'-0”H × 8'-0” W
- 2 - 7000# Torsion 102” Axles - Electric Brakes
- Five 10 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 16” Aluminum Wheels
- 2 5/16” Adjustable Coupler
- Dual Single Speed Jacks
- Tapered Gooseneck
- Polished Cast Corner Caps
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- Pre-Painted 36” White Door CS w/ 36” Clear Opening
- No Running Boards
- 3” Dove Tail at Rear
- Full Height Rear Ramp
- Cable Spring Assist for Ramp 83¼” Between Cables
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- 4” I-Beams on 9 5/8” Centers
- 82” Clear Between Fenders
- Inner Fenders Tapered on Ends
- 4 Recessed Floor Ties
- 36” Skid Plate
- 4 Dome Lights
- High Turn Signals
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape

CARGO STANDARD FEATURES

- 5’-0” Height
- 6’-0” Wide
- 2 - 3500# Torsion 102” Axles - Electric Brakes
- Five 6 Ply Radial Trailer Tires
- 15” Aluminum Wheels/5 Bolt Hubs
- 2 5/16” Coupler
- Pad Type Jack
- Wedge Nose
- Polished Cast Corner Cap
- Pre-Painted White Exterior on Smooth Aluminum
- 60” Wide Rear Door w/ Tri-Mark & Pressure Latch
- No Running Boards
- 3” Rubber Dock Bumper
- Smooth Ribbed Aluminum Floor
- 4” I-Beams on 9 5/8” Centers
- 1 Dome Light
- High Turn Signals
- L.E.D. Lighting
- D.O.T. Tape

All 4-Star Trailers Come With Our
8 YEAR WARRANTY

8 year warranty
This bumper pull cargo trailer needed extra strength in the side walls. Our solution? Livestock trailer slats are welded to the side posts and the interior is lined with aluminum panels and insulated with 1” styrofoam. Note the standard equipment, aluminum tread plate gravel guard on the aerodynamic wedge nose.

This contractor’s cargo trailer is designed to carry sheet material on the roof rack built to customer specifications. Access to the roof rack is provided by a flush mount ladder that folds out. This trailer features a hydraulic jack in a fully enclosed compartment under the gooseneck. The box over the gooseneck protects the roof mount air conditioner.

For a rivetless assembly, side skins are bonded to the trailer’s frame using structural adhesives from Lord® Corporation. Perfect for custom graphic wraps such as this one.

All dimensions are approximate. Photos may show options. Specifications subject to change without prior notice.